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President’s Notes 

This week we re-opened sessions that had remained closed - we now run two sessions a day five days each week. 

The only day we do not have two sessions is Friday.  The members who were able to resume bridge, particularly 

those who attend supervised and evening sessions were extremely happy to be back at the club, as were those of us 

who came back two weeks ago.   

The pandemic has resulted in changes to the way we do things at the club. In addition to the obvious requirement 

that members stay away if unwell, which I hope the committee will make a regulation, we must try to reduce the 

number of times people touch surfaces. Every change we have put in place is aimed at achieving this.  

Another major change is the increased requirement for cleaning. We need to clean some surfaces after the first 

session each day in order that we can run the second session. So please put up your hand to help when the TD asks 

for volunteers to help after the session. Many hands make light work, as the old saying goes! 

This was demonstrated on the Saturday before we re-opened the club.    Eight members came along to clean all the 

chairs and wipe down all the tables including the side tables. A big job made lighter by the number of volunteers and 

the camaraderie between everyone.   So many thanks to those who came.  

While on the topic of cleaning:  We pay our contract cleaner to come five days a week.   It is a major expense and 

we do not pay him to wash up dishes.    If you use a plate or cutlery, please wash it up and put it away in the 

cupboards.  Unwashed dishes left lying on the bench overnight or over the weekend expose the club to the return of 

the ants.   It is also not fair on other members who come to the club to do some other work, i.e. board dealing, and 

then find themselves cleaning up after others.  

Soon it will be time for the AGM and the election of a new committee. Our club needs new blood on the committee 

regularly and this year quite a number of the committee are not standing for re-election. So please think about 

standing or nominating another member. 

Best wishes to you all 

Jan Howell 

 

 

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS! WILL YOU GO FOR IT? 

A Club Director’s Course will be held over four Tuesday evenings towards the end of 

November.  It will be run by Dave Parham and Neville Walker and will cover  

the Laws, Movements, Scoring and Software.  

Further details are on the Club Notice Boards.  (Neville adds that he personally 

finds directing a most enjoyable and rewarding job.) 
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Table Manners! 

Late last Century or early this, Mary and I were visiting a small town in the 

deep South-West.  I checked with the organiser of the local bridge club, which 

was not affiliated with BAWA, to find out if a session was to be held that 

week.  There was to be one.  We duly turned up to find there would be players 

sufficient for only three or four tables.  A Howell movement, with quite a few 

boards per round, was to be played. 

In the third or fourth round Mary and I opposed two tall men.  They were local 

farmers.  After one of them opened with a bid on a board I asked his partner 

what the bid meant.  The partner’s reply was very forceful and direct “If you are accusing us of cheating you better 

come outside and we will sort it out!”  I declined his invitation and so we continued playing.  The room was small so 

some of the other players became aware of our difference of opinion. 

At the end of the session the organiser, who had played and also been the Director, asked me if I wanted to make a 

complaint.   She said something along the lines that “those two have been giving us trouble and we would be better 

without them.”  My reply was “You need every player that you can get so there will be no complaint from me.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

One Line Conventions: 

The Elvis Presley Coup: hen your left-hand opponent leads from A-Q around to your K-x: the King is no longer dead! 

Splinter Bid — the only known way to become declarer with a singleton trump in each hand. 

Back to Normal ... and Improving!  thanks to Mark Goddard 

“I’ve been itching to get back to the club’s regular playing schedules,” says Mark, “especially so that Liz McNeill and I 

can continue teasing each other!”  

That first Monday afternoon back at the club he notes there were only five tables.  The table movements were 

zigzagged confusion reigned as players tried to follow the new pattern and find their correct new opponents (a good 

way to catch up with each other too!).  Confusion notwithstanding, Mark says it’s important to note that he and 

partner Gordon Dunlop were victorious in the first Post Covid19 Tournament....  

A fortnight later, with table movements back to normal, confusion reigned again as people tried to continue with the 

newly mastered zigzag movement.  Numbers are building again, but on the first Tuesday night session  only three 

tables showed up for the “regular” session and four for the “novice” group so the decision was made to combine the 

two groups.  Mark and Gordon triumphed again ... BUT, and it’s a really important BUT ... the strongest competition 

came from the four “novice” tables.  “They just played good, solid bridge,” says Mark, “And I really wish they’d join 

the regular session permanently! It would be fun and good for us all.” 

MASTER POINT PROMOTIONS - Garth Scotford 

Special congrats to Mark Goddard, now a Bronze Life Master 
State Master        Eamonn McCabe 
**Local Master    Jane Ventner 
Club Master          Mark Glaser and Steven Kemp 
 


